
Bedside-Care® EasiCleanse™

Now available in an 8-cloth pack for total body bathing

No-rinse body wash, shampoo, and incontinence cleanser  
in a self-sudsing disposable washcloth. 

•   Self-sudsing for a pleasant patient experience
•   3 ingredients with no preservatives 
•  No filmy residue left on skin
•   No basin needed, to help avoid the risk of  

basin-associated contamination



No-rinse, self-sudsing, 
disposable washcloths
•  Only 3 ingredients to minimize potential irritants
•  Preservative, dye, latex and alcohol-free 
•  pH-balanced to help maintain the acid mantle of the skin 
•  Considered suitable for neonatal use1

How to use

Full body bathing with an 5- or 8-cloth  
single-use pack:
1.  Open top seal on bag.
2.  Add warm water up to blue dotted line, 

approximately 2-4 ounces. 
3. Massage water into washcloths to create suds.  
4.  Wash one area of the body with each cloth, 

squeezing cloths to generate suds as needed. 
Discard used cloths in trash.  

 
If using washcloths from bulk package:
1.  Remove the number of required.
2.  Without squeezing, moisten each cloth under  

warm water for 1-2 seconds.
3.  Bring the cloths to the bedside on a disposable  

or reusable towel.
4.  Squeeze each cloth for the desired amount  

of suds.

1. Association of Women’s Health, Obstetric and Neonatal Nurses. Neonatal Skin Care, Third Edition. Evidence-Based Clinical Practice Guideline, 2013

Shampooing (1-2 cloths): 
1.  Squeeze the suds out of the cloth and work  

through the hair.
2. Gently comb hair to remove any tangles.

Perineal Cleansing (2-4 cloths): 
1.  Remove the stool using the underpad and/or  

a dry EasiCleanse™ cloth (dry or moist  
without sudsing). 

2.  Without squeezing, moisten the remaining  
cloths under warm water for 1-2 seconds.

3.  Bring the cloths to the bedside on a disposable  
or reusable towel.

4.  Squeeze to make suds and clean the  
perineal area.

ORDERING INFORMATION

PRODUCT SIZE UNITS

7056 5 washcloths per pack 100 packs/case

7058 8 washcloths per pack 80 packs/case

7055 30 washcloths per pack 30 packs/case

CHG CHG compatible

Suitable for 
neonatal use1

No-Rinse
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